
Class 27 
 
PRAYER...AND...JOKE 
 
 
Last week we left off with a study of how BIG the City, "New Jerusalem" will be.  
Today, we will continue our study of what this magnificent city will look like. 
 
 
A.  Although we were astounded by the SIZE and BEAUTY of the New Jerusalem, 
today I want to focus on the EXTRAVAGANCE of our Eternal Home 
 
 1.  Why should it NOT be extravagant! GOD, Himself, will live there! 
 
  a.  Remember our reading last week of Rev. 21: 9-21, which gave amazing  
  details about how the City will be constructed and decorated? 
 
B.  We also know that the New Jerusalem will have GARDENS, RIVERS, TREES, 
FRUIT, VINEYARDS, PLANTS and WATER features! 
 
 1.  READ: Isaiah 65: 21-22  
 
 2.  Ezekiel was given an even more amazing vision of what Heaven would be 
 like:  READ: Ezekiel 47: 1-12  
 
 3.  Also READ: Psalm 46: 4; Joel 3:18 and Zechariah 14:8 who also talk about "the  
 river" 
 
 4.  READ: Rev. 22: 1-2, which is considered the most detailed and complete   
 description of the River of the Water of Life 
 
  a.  From this description, it appears that The River of the Water of Life  
  will dominate the City and, as Psalm 46 points out, it will make us all  
  "glad" 
 
  b.  Also, remember that BOTH Heaven and this river will be THE SAME   
  as the  ORIGINAL one God created in Paradise for Adam and Eve   
  (Gen 2: 10)…only better! 
 
  
C.  Interestingly, Revelation also tells us there will be NO SEA (Rev. 21: 1), so what does 
that mean? Oceans dry up? ONLY land in the Eternal Heaven, etc.? There are SEVERAL 
interpretations about this part of John's vision: 
 
 1.  READ:  Ezekiel 47: 8–9.   
 
 
QUESTION:  How would YOU interpret this scripture?  
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  a.  READ: Rev. 22: 1. This passage seems to support this "no more salty 
  water" theory/interpretation .  
 
  b.  "Water of Life" means more than just "clean water"...it is clear that this  
  water  produces HEALING, which comes from the Holy Spirit (see John  
  7:38, below) 
 
  c.  READ: John 7:38.  Further, Jesus tells us that those who believe in Him  
  will be FILLED WITH LIVING WATER! 
 
   1.  Belief in Jesus  = The Holy Spirit = Living Water 
 
   2.   In other words, the "living waters" are representative of those  
   who receive Christ and are filled with the Holy Spirit. 

 
 
 2.  Another theory/interpretation of this "no more sea" passage has to do with 
 the idea that the "sea" represents all things evil, which will be swept away at the 
 End of Times. 

  a.  Keep in mind that, for those of us who enjoy the ocean and seashore, 
  this might seem strange to associate it with "evil"; however, remember 
  to the desert-dwelling ancient Jews, the sea has always been a symbol 
  of DEATH, DESTRUCTION and EVIL. 
 
   1.  For example, the Great Flood, Jonah & the Whale, the  
   Babylonian goddess Tiamat (the personification of salt water and 
   also a sea dragon. Remember that the Jews were captured  
   several times by Kings of Babylon, so they were quite familiar 
   with their myths, gods and legends). 
 
   2.  However, to the Jews, streams, water and springs are  
   POSITIVE symbols 
 
    a.   READ and Contrast Rev. 13: 1 with Psalm 23: 2 
 
 
D.  As we complete this part of our study, let me remind you that God will make all 
things new…not NEW THINGS! 
 

 
 1.  And, just as our resurrected bodies will be more glorious than our earthly 
 bodies, be assured that the Earth will be MUCH MORE GLORIOUS than it is 
 now AND that it won't be REBELLIOUS (no floods or tornados or earthquakes,  
 etc.) 
 
 
So, what else will our Heavenly Home be like? 
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A.  Our Eternal Heaven will have a SANCTUARY or TABERNACLE that contains the 
prototype of the Arc of the Covenant  
 
 1.  READ:  Heb. 8: 3-5; Rev. 11:19; Rev. 15: 5-6 
 
  a.  Although these readings imply that there will be a TEMPLE in Heaven, 
  the words use here actually convey something more similar to a   
  "sanctuary" (rather than a "building") since Rev. 21:22 clearly tells us there  
  will be NO NEED FOR A TEMPLE because the Lord God Almighty IS the  
  temple (i.e. our dwelling place!) 
 
 
B.  The City will have GATES and will include MEMORIALS to important people.  
 
 1.  READ: Rev. 21: 12-14 
 
 2.  READ:  Rev. 21: 25.  They will always be open 
 
 3.  REMEMBER! Cherubim have guarded gates from the beginning 
 (Gen.  3:24)…now REOPENED! 
 
 4.  There will be no need to close them…evil is gone! Nothing can ever hurt us 
 again!   
 
 
 
QUESTION: Share with the class some of the things/ideas/people who you know will 
never be able to hurt you again  
 
 
 
Next week, we'll continue with this interesting and fascinating study of what our 
Heavenly Home will be like! 

 
 

 


